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Two people sequentially
revise and exchange their estimates
of the same random variable. They may have different
models
of the underlying
probability
structure.
The two sets of estimates then will converge to the same value, or the people will
realize that their beliefs are inconsistent.
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models,

Incon-

&-l:=Eu{XIB,a
Subsequently,
a,:=E”{XIA,~
Symmetrically,
.
a ” :=EO{Xpl,&

1. The problem
Two people, Alpha and Beta, repeatedly calculate and exchange estimates of the same random
variable X as follows. Initially, Alpha observes the
random variable A and Beta observes B. For n =
1, 2,... the n th estimate by Alpha is denoted (Y,. It
is the conditional expectation of X given the observations
A, /?,, . . . ,/3“-,.
After OL, has been
calculated it is communicated to Beta whose n th
estimate, denoted p,,, is the conditional expectation of X given B, (Y,, . . . ,a,. Once /3,, is evaluated
it is communicated to Alpha who incorporates it
into the estimate (Y,+ ,, and the procedure is repeated.
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In this setup there are three basic random variables, namely X, A, and B. Alpha’s prior mode1 of
these variables is given by their joint probability
distribution Pa. Beta’s prior mode1 is given by Pp.
P” and Pp may be different.
To complete the specification we assume that
the estimation procedures followed by Alpha and
Beta are consistent with their own prior models.
This has two implications. Consider Alpha. When
he receives Beta’s estimate /?-i, Alpha interprets
it as if it were based on the same model as Alpha’s,
P”, and not on Pp. That is, Alpha assumes that
Beta’s estimate is a realization of the random
variable
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,,...,

a,-,}.

Alpha calculates (Y,,
,,..., &-,}.
Beta interprets

(Y,, as

,..., P,-,},

and calculates &, by
P, := Ep{ X 1B, 6,). . . ,&,}.
Our objective is to study how (Y, and /3, change.
More precisely, we answer the question: Will (Y,,
and /3,, agree as n increases? In the case that the
two models are the same, Pa = Pa, an affirmative
answer was given by Borkar and Varaiya [2]. Significant variations and extensions of that work
have been made by Tsitsiklis and Athans [5], and
by Washburn and Teneketzis [6]. In these papers
the assumption Pa = Pp is maintained; however,
the messages exchanged are statistics different from
that given by conditional expectations. For earlier
work relevant to the question raised above see
Aumann [l], Geanakopoulos
and Polemarchakis
[4], and De Groot [3].
In contrast to the papers cited above our interest here is in the case Pa # Pp. What can happen
then is illustrated by two examples.
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The estimates are defined sequentially
lowing order for n = 1, 2,. . . :

Infallible Self: Each believes himself infallible. Alpha assumes Pa{ X = A} = 1 and Beta assumes
PS{X=B}=l.
Hence

a,:=E”{X/AJ
A
a :=Jq
XIA,

P{cr,=fi”=A}=l,

p::=Ep(XI

Therefore, when A # B, agreement is impossible.
Indeed, when A # B, both realize that an ‘impossible’ event has occurred, or, that their prior models
are mutually inconsistent.
Infallible Other. Each believes the other infallible.
Alpha assumes Pa{ X = B} = 1 and Beta assumes
P”{ X= A} = 1. Alpha’s first estimate is (Y, =
E”{ X 1A} which Beta interprets as

,,..., W-l},
P,,...A-,},

B,c? ,,...,

&=E”{XIB,cu

in the fol-

&,,I,

,,..., a,,}.

There is a more revealing description of the
functional dependence of these --estimates. Suppose
a particular realization W = (A, B) has occurred.
Since Alpha observes A, he concludes that
GEL?;:=

{(A,

B) IA =q

and so his first estimate equals
cr,=E*{XIA=~}=E*{XIwEOp}.
Alpha transmits the number 5, to Beta. Beta interprets it as a realization of the random variable

&,=Efl{XIA}=X,
and so Beta’s first estimate is

ii, =I?{
,l3, = Ep{ X 1B, S,} = i?, = al.
Alpha interprets

XIA},

and so he infers that

/3, as
GE@:=

&=E”{XIA,a,}=X=p,,

{~I&,(w)=ii,,

B=B},

and his first estimate takes the value

so that his second estimate
a2=Ea{XIA,p,}=&=cYl

p,=EP{XIwE@}.

is the same as his first estimate, thereby confirming Beta’s belief. Thus

This value is communicated to Alpha.
At the beginning of the n th round, Alpha starts
with the inference W E a,*-, when he receives the
estimate p,, _, . He interprets it as a realization of
the random variable

1y,=a*=

. . . =p1=p2=

. . . =E*{xIA}.

In this case there is immediate and lasting consensus. The agreement is not a consequence of
consistent beliefs but rather the confirmation
of
inconsistent models. (Note that if the first estimate
was announced by Beta instead of by Alpha, then
the consensus estimate would be ED{ X I B}.)
We show next that these two examples in a
sense bracket the possibilities in general: either the
two estimates eventually agree, or both parties
realize that their models are incompatible.

,d-,

=E”{

XI B, a ,,...r a,-,}

and so Alpha concludes that
GES2,a:==

{WIWE~~-,,~~~,(o)=~,_*}.

Hence Alpha’s

nth estimate takes the value

iT,=Ea{XJwEQ;}
which is communicated to Beta. Whereupon
interprets is as a realization of

3. Analysis
We consider the simple case when the initial
observations A, B can take values from’finite sets
A, B respectively. All estimates are functions of
wi=(A,B)~/l
218
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e+,

the uncertainty

diminishes

@+, c Lq.

= fJ,:,

From the description above we also see that if for
some k either QF+, = tiz or @, , = 6’&, then
52;=L?;+,

and

&$=s2f+,

fornlk+l.

Hence for n > N (which cannot exceed the number
of distinct elements in a), f2,* and Qf become
constant. These limit sets depend upon the realization w. Call them a: (o) and 52! (0) respectively.
There are two possibilities. The first, similar to
the ‘infallible self example, is that s2”: (w) = 8 and
Q!(w) = $4. This happens because at some stage
the message &, received by Alpha is ‘impossible’:
there is no Z such that &-,(W)=&,-,;
or the
message Z,, received by Beta is ‘impossible’: there
is no 23such that &,( 73) = Cy,. Alpha and Beta must
realize that their prior models are inconsistent. Let
Sz, be the set of all realizations that lead to this
outcome.
The second possibility, similar to the example
of the ‘infallible other’, is that fiz (w) # 8 and
O!(w) f $l. In this case for n > N the estimates
stop changing:
l&b)=P*bL

44

4,(a)

P,b)=P.(4.

=h* (w>,
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observation. One might say that agreement could
result from two wrong arguments. We summarize
the preceding analysis as follows.

and evaluates his n th estimate as

Thus, as expected,
with each exchange,

LETTERS

= a* (4

Since for every n,

Theorem. The set of events s2 decomposes into two
disjoint subsets 9, and s2,, . After N exchanges, if
w E 52, both agents realize their models are inconsistent, whereas if w E L?,, the two estimates coincide.
The result is fragile. In particular, whether a
realization w ends in agreement or in impasse can
depend upon the order of communication between
Alpha and Beta as the following example demonstrates.
Take D := [O,Z] x [0,3], suppose Alpha observes
A := {l(q),

l(a,)}

and Beta observes
B:= {l(h),

l(b,),

l(b,)},

and suppose X is the indicator function of the
shaded region as shown in Fig. 1. Finally, suppose
that w is uniformly distributed under Pa, whereas
Pp(b,)=&,

Pp(b2)=&,

and within each b,, o is uniformly distributed
under Pp.
Suppose that Ij E a, n b, and that Alpha communicates first. Then
ii, =E”(XJwEa,}

=f.

Beta interprets this as a realization of
4 = Ep{ XI l(q),

it follows
B.b>=P.w~

Pp(b,)=&,

l(a,)}.

Since

that
&*(0)=a,(0).

On the other hand, since & and (Y,, are based on
the same model, namely P*, it follows from the
argument of Borkar and Varaiya [2] that j?, (0) =
a,(o).
For the same reason h,(w)=
p,(o). Thus
if w E .(2,, := D - 9,, there is agreement a,(o) =
p,,(w) for n > N. It is worth emphasizing that this
agreement need not be a reflection of the consistency of the two models P”, Pp. Rather agreement occurs because within each person’s model
there is sufficient ‘uncertainty’
to permit the reconciliation of the other’s messages with his own

EP{XloEa,}=&,

EP{X(wEa,}=+,

upon learning that ‘Yi = f, Beta concludes that
13E a,, and since he has observed that Z E b,, his
estimate is

x3a
0

m

m

2

Fig. 1.
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of E*{ X 1o E

E*{XlwEa,nb,}=+,
E”{x(wEa,nb,}=a,
E~{x~~~~,nb,}=~,
Alpha concludes that W E a,

n b,, and so

z,=Ea{XI~~u1nb2}=~.
& = & = . . . = ‘y2 = (y, = . . . = $
there is agreement. (Note that Alpha believes
i;j E a, n b,, Beta believes that W E a, n b,, in
w E U, n b3.)
Now suppose again that W E a, n b,, but
time Beta communicates first. Then
Evidently,

and
that
fact
this

&=EB{XIdb3}=+.
Since

E”{XIw~bz}=EQ{XIo~b3}=~,
upon learning that & = 4, Alpha concludes
Zs E b, U b,, and so his estimate is

that

i5-,=E”{XIw~u,f1(b,Ub,)}=~.
But Beta expects Cr to take on the value
EB{XIwEu,nb,}=0.4
or
EB{XIoEu,nb,}=0.6.
Thus Beta concludes
sistent.

that the models are incon-

4. Concluding remarks
Betrand Russell once observed that two people
could carry on a conversation about London blissfully unaware that their subjective images of
London are very different. This is possible, Russell
argued, because utterances in English are so ambiguous that each could interpret
the other
speaker’s statements in his own way without realizing that the intended meaning was different.
The point here is similar. Alpha and Beta can
exchange statements about X and eventually agree
even when their views are different. Paradoxically,
220
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the realization that these views are different is only
reached when further communication becomes impossible.
The rudimentary
investigation
reported here
needs to be carried further. First, some ‘ technical’
extensions must be made to include situations
when (a) new observations are made in the course
of message exchange, (b) these observations
are
real valued, and (c) messages different from conditional expectations are exchanged. A more challenging problem is to give conditions on the pair
of models Pa, Pp which guarantee agreement for
all realizations.
There are also more basic and knotty issues.
Suppose Alpha and Beta reach an impasse (w E
52,). Our analysis stops at this point, but there are
two directions that can be pursued. First, observe
that with the realization that their beliefs are different comes the understanding
that they have
‘misread’ each other’s messages (i.e. they now know
that &, = /3, and ~5, = (Y,), and consequently their
estimates have been ‘biased’. To eliminate this
bias each needs to learn what the other’s view is. A
straightforward
way of permitting such learning is
to suppose that from the beginning Alpha admits
that Beta’s model Pp might be any one of a known
set Pfl of models and there is a prior distribution
on Pfl reflecting Alpha’s initial judgement about
Beta’s model; a symmetrical
structure
is formulated for Beta. Within such a framework
it
seems reasonable to conjecture that each agent will
correctly read the other’s message and his sequence of estimates will converge. But if their
models are different then the limiting estimates
may differ, and a consensus will not emerge.
Suppose, however, that Alpha and Beta want to
reach a consensus. (The necessity for consensus
can readily arise in a context where the two parties
must agree on a joint decision and such agreement
is predicated on a consensus about the expected
value of the random outcome of the decision.) To
reach a consensus one or both must change their
models. One can imagine many different ways in
which this can be done.
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